Counterexamples produced by model checkers are frequently exploited for the purpose of testing. Counterexamples and test cases are generally treated as essentially the same thing, while in fact they can differ significantly. For example, it might take more than one test case to "cover" a given counterexample, because not all property violations can be illustrated with linear counterexamples. This paper presents a formal relationship between counterexamples and test cases in the context of the Computation Tree Logic (CTL), the logic of the popular model checker SMV. Given a test requirement as a CTL formula, we define what it means for a set of test cases to cover a counterexample associated with that requirement. This result can not only be used in the generation of a test set that satisfies a given test coverage criterion, but also in the determination of whether an extant test set satisfies the criterion. Our results can guide the production of counterexamples in model checkers explicitly intended to support testing.
INTRODUCTION
Popular model checkers, e.g., SMV and SPIN, produce explicit counterexamples for properties that do not hold in a given model. This feedback directs the analyst's attention to precisely that part of a model where the property fails to hold. Model checkers typically present counterexamples as path information that explains how to reach an offending state from some initial state.
Counterexamples can be interpreted as test cases. There are several efforts in the testing community that use a model checker to generate test sets that satisfy a variety of specification based test coverage criteria [1-5, 13, 14, 19, 21, 22] . There are related approaches to decide whether an extant test set satisfies some given test coverage criterion [1, 3, 21] . All of these efforts assume that a counterexample and a test case are essentially the same thing.
This, however, is not necessarily the case. There are many types of properties where violation cannot be demonstrated with a linear counterexample, but only with more complex structures. When creating test cases with a model checker, test requirements are expressed as properties. Consequently, such properties can also require nonlinear counterexamples. For example, even though the test requirements of the modified condition/decision coverage criterion [6] (MC/DC) can be expressed as CTL [8] properties, linear counterexamples are not sufficient to create according test cases, because MC/DC requires pairs of related test cases. In the example of MC/DC there are several approaches of how to work around this problem. For example, weaker versions of the criterion are defined [21] , or the model is altered so that linear counterexamples can be used [20] . Rather than taking such an approach that depends on the used criterion, we revisit the idea of how to relate test cases to counterexamples. In general, we would like to get as many test cases from a counterexample as are demanded by the underlying test criterion.
The contribution of this paper is to explain the relationship between test cases and counterexamples in the context of the Computation Tree Logic [8] (CTL), the temporal logic used in the model checker SMV [15] . The results of this paper serve as a more solid foundation for efforts to generate test cases with model checkers. Furthermore, the paper suggests how the model checking community can better serve the needs of the testing community. In detail, the contributions of the paper are as follows:
• The notion of evidence graphs is introduced, which are finite parts of computational trees that show why a temporal formula holds.
• The concept of evidence graphs is analyzed with regard to soundness, (non)linearity and finiteness.
• We define what it means for a set of test cases to cover an evidence graph, and how to derive test cases for a given evidence graph.
• To illustrate the concepts, several well-known coverage criteria are defined using CTL, and the resulting evidence graphs are shown.
• Finally, recognition whether an extant test set satisfies a test criterion is discussed.
This paper is organized as follows: First, Section 2 recalls the necessary preliminaries, then Section 3 introduces evidence graphs. Section 4 shows how evidence graphs are used for test case generation. The evaluation of extant test suites with regard to coverage criteria and evidence graphs is discussed in Section 5. Finally, the paper is concluded with a discussion in Section 6.
PRELIMINARIES
This section describes the necessary preliminaries of computation tree logic (CTL) and Kripke structures, which are used to define the semantics of CTL, and are the common modeling formalism used in the context of model checking.
Definition 1 (Kripke Structure). Given a set AP of atomic propositions, a Kripke structure M over AP is a quadruple M = (S, S0, R, L), where:
• S is a finite set of states.
• S0 ⊆ S is the set of initial states.
• R ⊆ S × S is a total transition relation. That is, for every s ∈ S there is a s ′ ∈ S such that (s, s ′ ) ∈ R.
• L : S → 2 AP is the labeling function that maps each state to a set of atomic propositions that hold in this state.
Definition 2 (Path).
A path π in a Kripke structure (S, S0, R, L) is a sequence π0, π1, ..., πn of states such that ∀0 ≤ i < n : (πi, πi+1) ∈ R. We use the notation πi for the i th state of π.
The temporal logic CTL was introduced by Clarke and Emerson in [8] . It can be viewed as a subset of CTL*, introduced by Emerson and Halpern [12] . CTL* formulas consist of atomic propositions, logical operators, temporal operators (F , G , U , R , X ) and path quantifiers (A, E). CTL is the subset of CTL* obtained by requiring that each temporal operator is immediately preceded by a path quantifier. Consequently, the syntax of CTL can be defined as follows:
Definition 3 (CTL Syntax). The BNF definition of CTL formulas is given below, where p ∈ AP :
As all temporal operators are preceded by a path quantifier, the semantics of CTL can be expressed by satisfaction relations for state formulas. M, s |= φ denotes a state formula φ that is satisfied in state s of Kripke structure M . The set of paths that start in state s is denoted as P aths(s).
Definition 4 (CTL Semantics). Satisfaction of CTL formulas by a state s ∈ S of a Kripke Structure M = (S, S0, R, L) is inductively defined as follows, where p ∈ AP :
We restate the definition of a negation normal form, and why every CTL formula can be expressed in negation normal form. The negation normal form will be needed for subsequent definitions.
Definition 5 (Negation Normal Form).
A CTL formula in which the temporal operators do not appear within the scope of a negation is said to be in negation normal form (NNF).
The following lemma is a well known result.
Lemma 1 (NNF Exists). Every CTL formula is provably equivalent to a CTL formula in negation normal form.
Proof: In the appendix, since the authors are unaware of a published proof.
COUNTEREXAMPLES, WITNESSES AND EVIDENCE GRAPHS
The model checking problem [10, p. 35] is to find the set of states that satisfy a given formula in a given Kripke structure. That is, given a formula φ and a Kripke structure M = (S, S0, R, L), the objective is to determine the set S φ = {s ∈ S : M, s |= φ}. If the initial state set S0 is included in this set, then the Kripke structure satisfies the formula φ. If a state that violates φ is found, then a model-checker usually returns a counterexample. Current model-checkers return linear traces as counterexamples. In the case of LTL [18] model-checking, such a trace is a path that violates the formula, and in the case of CTL the trace leads from the initial state to the state that violates φ. Strictly speaking, a state formula is violated in a state. Consequently, we define counterexamples and witnesses as follows:
Definition 6 (Counterexamples and Witnesses). Let M = (S, S0, R, L) be a Kripke structure and φ a CTL formula. A state s ∈ S is said to be:
• A witness for φ in M if M, s |= φ.
According to Definition 6, s ∈ S is a counterexample for a formula φ if and only if state s is a witness for ¬φ. Thus, a solution to the model checking problem for the formula φ in M finds all witnesses for φ in M and a solution to the model checking problem for ¬φ in M finds all counterexamples for φ in M .
By definition, any solution to the model checking problem for φ/¬φ only finds the set of states in which φ is true or false, but without demonstrating any evidence for the claim.
Current model-checkers calculate single linear counterexamples as evidence. In explicit model checking, the search path that leads to a violating state is returned as a counterexample. In symbolic model checking, special algorithms are applied to construct linear traces from the initial state to the violating state [9] . In general, only certain restricted subsets of temporal logics such as ACT L det or LIN always result in linear counterexamples [7] . When using full CTL, linear counterexamples are not always sufficient as evidence for property violation or satisfaction.
We define the evidence as the collection of all paths that support the validity of a given formula. For example, consider the formula φ = EF p, where p ∈ AP is an atomic proposition. Suppose that φ holds in some states of the Kripke structure M . Then, the witness set to EF p in M is S φ = {s ∈ S : M, s |= EF p}, according to Definition 6. The evidence of φ is the collection of paths π = π0, . . . πn such that π0 ∈ S φ and M, πn |= p. These paths provide all information necessary to support the validity of the given formula (in this case EF p).
Our notion of an evidence graph is defined to formally capture the states and accessibility relations among these states necessary to substantiate the evidence for a state in a Kripke structure to be a witness to a CTL formula. A Kripke structure can be interpreted as a rooted directed graph GM = (S, R). The vertices of this graph are labeled by L. Informally, an evidence graph is a subgraph of GM that contains all information necessary as evidence for a given property.
For example, if the formula is of the form ψ = AG AX φ, then the evidence graph is the subgraph G of GM consisting of all paths of length two starting from every state in S ψ = {s ∈ S : M, s |= AG AX φ}. Note that M, π1 |= φ for any path π where π0 ∈ S ψ .
For two graphs G1 = (S1, R1) and G2 = (S2, R2) we use G1 ⊆ G2 as a shorthand for S1 ⊆ S2 ∧ R1 ⊆ R2. The set of paths that start in state s denoted as P aths(s) always refers to the paths of the Kripke structure M .
Definition 7 (Evidence Graph).
The evidence graph of a CTL formula φ given in negation normal form and
, where S ′ ⊆ S, R ′ ⊆ R, and vertices are labeled by L. The root node of the evidence graph is referred to as the head (notation Head(G)). The set of all evidence graphs for φ in M is denoted as EVD(φ, M ). G is inductively defined on the structure of φ:
1. For any CTL formula φ without temporal operators, EVD(φ, M ) is the collection of single state subgraphs obtained from the set of states {s ∈ S : M, s |= φ} of M . For any such single state subgraph G ∈ EVD(φ, M ) we define the head of G, Head(G) to be the only state in G.
2. An evidence graph G of the formula φ 1 ∧ φ2, where φ 1 or φ2 contains logical operators, satisfies the following properties:
• G ⊆ GM .
• M, Head(G) |= φ 1 ∧ φ2.
• Head(G) = Head(t) = Head(t ′ ) for evidence graphs t ∈ EVD(φ 1 , M ) and t ′ ∈ EVD(φ2, M ).
• t, t ′ ⊆ G.
3. An evidence graph G of the formula φ 1 ∨ φ2, where φ 1 or φ2 contains logical operators, satisfies the following properties:
• M, Head(G) |= φ 1 ∨ φ2.
• Head(G) = Head(t) for evidence graph t ∈ EVD(φ 1 , M ) or t ∈ EVD(φ2, M ).
• t ⊆ G.
4. An evidence graph G of the formula AX φ satisfies the following properties:
• M, Head(G) |= AX φ.
• For all paths π = π0, π1 ∈ P aths(Head(G)) of length 2: π1 = Head(t) for some evidence graph t ⊆ G, and t ∈ EVD(φ, M ).
5. An evidence graph G of the formula AF φ satisfies the following properties:
• M, Head(G) |= AF φ.
• All paths π = π0, . . . , πn ∈ P aths(Head(G)) satisfy the following properties:
-There is a state πi on π such that πi = Head(ti) for some evidence graph ti ∈ EVD(φ, M ), where t ⊆ G.
6. An evidence graph G of the formula AG φ satisfies the following properties:
• M, Head(G) |= AG φ.
• All paths π ∈ P aths(Head(G)) satisfy the following properties:
-π ⊆ G.
-Every state state πi of π is Head(ti) for some ti ∈ EVD(φ, M ) and ti ⊆ G.
7. An evidence graph G of the formula A φ 1 U φ2 satisfies the following properties:
• M, Head(G) |= A φ 1 U φ2.
• ∀π ∈ P aths(Head(G)) : π ⊆ G.
• There is a state πj on π satisfying the following properties:
8. An evidence graph G of the formula A φ 1 R φ2 satisfies the following properties:
• M, Head(G) |= A φ 1 R φ2.
• In addition, one of the following conditions must hold:
-There is a state πj on π such that for all i < j πi is Head(ti) for some ti ∈ EVD(φ 1 , M ) and ti ⊆ G, and for all i ≥ j, πi is Head(ti) for some ti ∈ EVD(φ2, M ) and t ⊆ G, or -For all states πi, πi = Head(ti) for some evidence graph ti ∈ EVD(φ2, M ) with ti ⊆ G.
9. An evidence graph G of the formula EX φ satisfies the following properties:
• M, Head(G) |= EX φ.
• There is a path π = π0, π1 ∈ P aths(Head(G)), such that π1 = Head(t) for some evidence graph t ⊆ G, and t ∈ EVD(φ, M ). In addition π ⊆ G.
10. An evidence graph G of the formula EF φ satisfies the following properties:
• M, Head(G) |= EF φ.
• There is a path π ∈ P aths(Head(G)) and state πi on π, such that πi is Head(t) for some evidence graph t ∈ EVD(φ, M ), and t ⊆ G. In addition π ⊆ G.
11. An evidence graph G of the formula EG φ satisfies the following properties:
• M, Head(G) |= EG φ.
• There is a path π ∈ P aths(Head(G)) such that π ⊆ G.
• Every state state πi of π is Head(ti) for some ti ∈ EVD(φ, M ) with ti ∈ G.
12. An evidence graph G of the formula E φ 1 U φ2 satisfies the following properties:
• M, Head(G) |= E φ 1 U φ2.
• There is a path π ∈ P aths(Head(G)), π ⊆ G, and a state πj on π satisfying the following properties:
-For all i < j, πi is Head(ti) for some ti ∈ EVD(φ 1 , M ) with ti ⊆ G. -For all i ≥ j, πi is Head(ti) for some ti ∈ EVD(φ2, M ) with ti ⊆ G.
13. An evidence graph G of the formula E φ 1 R φ2 satisfies the following properties:
• M, Head(G) |= E φ 1 R φ2.
• There is a path π ∈ P aths(Head(G)), π ⊆ G, where one of the following conditions holds:
-There is a state πj on π such that (1) For all i < j, πi is Head(ti) for some ti ∈ EVD(φ 1 , M ) and ti ⊆ G, and (2) For all i ≥ j πi is Head(t) for some t ∈ EVD(φ2, M ) with t ⊆ G, or -For all states πi, πi = Head(ti) for some evidence graph ti ∈ EVD(φ2, M ) with ti ∈ G. Figure 1 shows example evidence graphs for all basic CTL operators. In the graphs, filled vertices denote states of interest, for example, where φ 1 or φ2 hold, and white vertices are arbitrary states, where the propositions of interest do not hold.
The following theorem shows that every witness to a CTL formula is at the head of an evidence graph, and vice-versa. Therefore, in order to find a counterexample to a CTL formula φ, we need to convert ¬φ to its negation normal form and find an evidence graph for the negation normal form of ¬φ. Proof: See the Appendix.
According to Theorem 1, if there is a counterexample to a CTL formula φ, then the evidence graph of ¬φ (i.e., any graph G ∈ EVD(¬φ, M )) provides the evidence supporting the failure of φ. Test cases are usually finite and linear, while there is no guarantee that evidence graphs are either linear or finite. In order to relate evidence graphs and counterexamples we now address these two issues.
Non-linearity of Evidence Graphs
Although evidence graphs can be linear, it is not always possible to obtain linear evidence graphs. For example, consider the formula (EX φ)∧(EX ¬φ). Any state s in a Kripke structure M that satisfies (EX φ) ∧ (EX ¬φ) must have two states s1 and s2 such that the following conditions hold:
• (s, s1) ∈ R and (s, s2) ∈ R.
• M, s1 |= φ and M, s2 |= ¬φ, so that M, s |= (EX φ) ∧ (EX ¬φ). s1 and s2 cannot be the same state as M, s1 |= φ and M, s2 |= ¬φ. The following theorem states sufficient, but not necessary conditions for an evidence graph to be linear.
Theorem 2 (Linear Evidence Graphs).
If a negation normal form of a CTL formula has no ∧, A or G then it has a linear evidence graph. Proof: See the Appendix.
Finiteness of Paths in Evidence Graphs
The second issue that we address is of the finiteness of paths that we submit as evidence of witnesses. We use the following Lemma 2 (which is an adaptation of a Lemma from Clarke et al. [10] ) to address this issue.
Lemma 2. Suppose π is a path in a Kripke structure M and a CTL formula φ satisfying the condition that M, πi |= φ for any state πi on π. Then, there are finite paths α and β such that π is α : β ω .
Proof: See the Appendix.
Note that β can be an empty sequence. When presenting an evidence graph for a formula, we can eliminate potentially infinite paths by curtailing them after the first cycle. Therefore, using the above Lemma, we can obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 3 (Every infinite path ends in a loop).
Every evidence graph G ∈ EVD(φ, M ) of a CTL formula φ contains an evidence graph G ′ for the same formula φ such that: (1) Head(G) = Head(G ′ ), and (2) every path in Head(G ′ ) is the concatenation of two parts, a finite branch, and a finite cycle -in that order.
Therefore, every evidence graph can be curtailed to one that has only finitely long paths or infinite paths that are the concatenation of a finite part and a finite cycle. This kind of infinite paths is for example considered by Tan et al [16] , who also discuss the curtailing. Hence, given a CTL formula any counterexample to that formula in any given Kripke structure can and must be given by an evidence graph that has paths that end up in cycles.
With these basic facts in place, we move to relating test cases to counterexamples.
RELATING TEST COVERAGE TO COV-ERING EVIDENCE GRAPHS
This section considers the issue of test coverage. A test coverage criterion is a rule that, when applied to a suitable artifact, generates a set of test requirements. A test requirement states a property demanded of one or more test cases. In this work, we assume that test requirements are expressed in CTL. This is a common method to create test cases with a model checker (e.g., [14, 21] ).
It is common to formulate CTL properties in a negated way, such that checking a model against a test requirement results in a counterexample that can be used to cover the requirement. For example, test requirements might require that all states or transitions of a model are covered. This would result in a CTL property for each state or transition, respectively, stating that the state or transition is not reached.
This idea of test case generation basically also applies to evidence graphs. Every counterexample to a CTL formula can be witnessed by the evidence graph of the negation normal form of its negation. Any set of paths covering an evidence graph of φ satisfies the test requirement.
Definition 8 (Coverage of Evidence Graphs:).
A set of paths Π is said to cover the evidence graph G φ of the CTL formula φ, if the following conditions are satisfied:
1. π0 = Head(G φ ) for all paths π ∈ Π.
G φ ⊆ ∪Π.
Here, ∪Π denotes the graph obtained by combining the paths in Π.
Consequently, the following steps are taken in order to generate a test suite (i.e., set of test cases) satisfying a given coverage criterion:
1. A set of test requirements is generated in CTL.
2. For each test requirement, the negation normal form of the negation is model checked, resulting in an evidence graph.
3. For each test requirement, a set of test cases that covers an according evidence graph is created.
4. The test-cases possibly need a prefix that leads from the initial state to the head of the evidence graph. Such a prefix can be calculated using traditional counterexample generation techniques.
MC/DC Coverage
We now illustrate this approach using the well known test coverage criterion modified condition/decision coverage [6] (MC/DC), which is popular in safety relevant environments. A test suite satisfies MC/DC if it guarantees that:
• Every entry and exit point of a program has been invoked at least once.
• Every condition in a decision in the program has taken on all possible outcomes at least once.
• Each condition has been shown to independently affect the decision.
The final requirement is problematic for model checker based testing. In order to show that each condition independently affects the decision, the values of all other conditions are fixed, and the considered condition is varied. Consequently, each condition requires a pair of test cases, but traditionally there is no way to create pairs of counterexamples with a model checker. Rayadurgam and Heimdahl [21] define a weaker variant of MC/DC (clause-wise guard coverage). A different approach is taken in [20] , where the model is altered so that one linear counterexample can be split into two test cases.
It is possible to create pairs of test cases for MC/DC using evidence graphs. Suppose that a decision C depends on propositions {a1, . . . , an}. MC/DC seeks only those variations of parameters {a1, . . . , an} that alter the truth value of C. Let Ai = {b1, . . . , bn} be a valuation of the propositions in C such that C is true if ai = bi for all ai in C. Assume a further valuationĀi, such that C is false, where for all j = i the j-th value in Ai equals the j-th value inĀi, and bi in Ai is replaced with ¬bi inĀi.
To show that a proposition ai independently affects a decision C it is necessary to create a pair of test-cases, such that in one test-case C evaluates to true using Ai and in the other to false usingĀi; that is, all values in Ai except bi are identical in both test-cases.
Assuming a valid Ai, such that there is an accordinḡ Ai, the first case is achieved with φ 1 = EF (C( V j =i aj = bj) ∧ ai = bi), and the second case is achieved with φ2 = EF (¬C ∧ ( V j =i aj = bj) ∧ ¬(ai = bi)). Here, the values bi are those contained in Ai. Consequently, a pair of testcases that shows that a proposition independently affect the decision C is represented by the evidence graph of φ 1 ∧ φ2:
Not all possible variations of Ai can lead to MC/DC pairs. A naive solution to finding a suitable Ai is to simply create all 2 n possible variations of the n elements in Ai, and then create a disjunction of (φ 1 ∧ φ2) for each version Ai. A more sophisticated approach is to use Boolean constraint satisfaction to determine those Ai where ai really determines the value of C, and then combining only these Ai in a disjunction.
In order to illustrate this, consider an example where the decision C is given as C := x ∧ (y ∨ z). When considering the proposition x in this example, there are three different valid variations of Ai such that MC/DC pairs of test cases for x in C are generated. MC/DC for x can be stated as follows: Figure 4 illustrates evidence graphs resulting from this example. Any of these evidence graphs provides a pair of test cases that cover x in C according to MC/DC. In order to create a complete test suite, similar test requirements have to be formulated for all propositions in all decisions.
Using Evidence Graphs to Test Dangerous Traces
As a further example of test requirements that benefit from evidence graphs, we discuss a coverage criterion introduced by Ammann et al. [3] , which encompasses the idea of scenarios where a dangerous action is either inevitable or possible as of the next state or at some point in the future. Test requirements are defined in order to create dangerous traces with regard to safety properties. A trace is dangerous to a safety property, if it can lead to a property violation on a mutant model. The approach taken by Ammann et al. is to combine a model M and a mutant M ′ , such that transitions from both versions of the model can be taken. A special variable original (which we will abbreviate as orig) indicates whether the taken transition originates from M or M ′ . Different types of dangerous traces are distinguished:
• A trace is AX dangerous, if the additional transitions allowed by the mutant M ′ violate a property P in all next states.
• A trace is EX dangerous, if there exists an additional transition allowed by the mutant M ′ which violates a property P in the next state.
• A trace is AF dangerous, if it can be extended with the next state from M ′ and other transitions from the combined model so that in all futures there is a violation of P .
• A trace is EF dangerous, if it can be extended with the next state from M ′ and other transitions from the combined model so that in some futures there is a violation of P .
For each dangerous trace there are two versions: a failing and a passing test. In a failing test, the dangerous trace is extended with transitions from M ′ , so that P is violated. In a passing test, the dangerous trace is extended with a single transition from M . For example, test requirements for AX dangerous traces for property P are defined in [3] as follows. A test requirement for a failing test is:
The following test requirement results in a passing test:
The test requirement for the passing test relies on the implementation of the model checker to pick the correct trace such that transitions from M are chosen. However, also transitions from M ′ would result in valid counterexamples to the property, while not representing a valid passing test case. Dangerous traces can benefit from the use of evidence graphs. The following property is sufficient to create an evidence graph that consists of both, a passing test and a failing test:
A resulting evidence graph is depicted in Figure 5 . Similar properties can be defined for the other types of dangerous traces:
• AF dangerous traces:
• EX dangerous traces:
• EF dangerous traces (see Figure 6 ): Model checking this pruned state machine identifies those test requirements that are not satisfiable on the pruned machine, but are satisfiable on the original machine. It is exactly these test requirements that, although feasible, are not covered by the extant test set. In this way, model checking can answer the coverage question. This can be formally characterized as the following adequacy requirement.
EVALUATION OF EXTANT TEST SETS

Definition 9 (Structure Induced by Test Cases).
Given a Kripke structure M = (S, S0, R, L) and a set of test cases Π, we say that MΠ = (SΠ, S0,Π, RΠ, LΠ) is the Kripke structure induced by the set of test cases Π, such that:
• SΠ ⊆ S, such that ∀s ∈ SΠ : ∃π ∈ Π : π = . . . , s, . . .
• RΠ ⊆ R and RΠ ⊆ SΠ × SΠ
• LΠ ⊆ L and LΠ : SΠ → 2
AP
For example, assume a set of test requirements F , given as CTL formulas. We say that a test set Π consisting of paths of a Kripke model M provides adequate coverage for the test requirements F , if for each CTL formula φ ∈ F , there is a state s ∈ SΠ such that MΠ, s |= φ. Consequently, the following result holds: Theorem 4 (Adequacy). A test set Π consisting of paths of a Kripke model M provides adequate coverage for test requirements F for each CTL formula φ ∈ F if and only for each φ ∈ F there is an evidence graph G φ ∈ EVD(φ, M ) such that ( S φ∈F G φ ) ⊆ (SΠ, RΠ).
Notice that according to Theorem 1 a formula is valid if and only if it has an evidence graph. Hence model checking in the reduced structure MΠ is equivalent to searching for an evidence graph.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have discussed why a one to one relationship between test cases and counterexamples is not satisfactory with respect to some test criteria. The issue is that the temporal formulas needed to directly express the test requirements associated with some criteria result in counterexamples that require multiple traces for adequate coverage. We provided the notion of an evidence graph for a temporal formula, as well as mappings from traces, i.e., test cases, to evidence graphs. It turns out that the operators ∧, A and G are responsible for cases where multiple traces are needed. We show that finitely many finite traces can cover any evidence graph. We also describe how to embed test cases in a finite state model so that extant test sets can be evaluated for satisfaction of a given test criterion. These results not only serve the testing community with a more solid foundation for generating test sets with model checkers, but they also suggest to the model checking community how counterexample generators could be made more useful.
In the context of counterexample creation, the issue that not all property violations can be illustrated with linear traces has recently received increased attention. For example, Clarke et al. [11] describe an algorithm to derive tree-like counterexamples for ACTL formulas (CTL formulas that only contain the A path quantifier). For this subset, a tree-like counterexample can be interpreted as an evidence graph together with a path leading from an initial state to the head of the graph. Meolic et al. [17] take a different approach and derive counterexample or witness automata for a fragment of action computation tree logic.
